Two blacks killed in campus protest at Southern University closes

State of emergency called; jubilant supporters gathered as firemen extinguished a blaze

Firemen battled a blaze today that caused moderate damage to the Boudreaux campus of Southern University in Baton Rouge. A total of two buildings and an apartment complex were damaged by the fire, which began in the early morning hours. The official cause of the fire is under investigation.

A crowd of jubilant supporters gathered as firemen worked to extinguish the flames. One witness, a student who had been evacuated from the building, said, "It was amazing to see everyone coming together to support each other."

Jubilant supporters on the scene reported that the fire was contained quickly, and that few injuries were reported. The university president, speaking from the scene, said, "We are grateful to our fire department for their quick response and efforts to keep everyone safe."

The cause of the fire is under investigation, and further updates will be provided as they become available.

In other news, a state of emergency has been declared by the governor, in response to reports of a potential protest on the Southern University campus.

The protest is reportedly over a proposed tuition hike, and many students have pledged to continue the fight for affordable education.

President Nixon's security adviser Henry A. Kissinger is expected to visit the campus today to discuss the situation.

* * *

Husband dies in Johnson County jail

Widow may bring legal action

BURLINGTON, Iowa (AP) -- A Burlington man who was found dead in his cell at the Johnson County Jail has left behind a widow and a rural community that is now in mourning.

According to medical examiners, the man died of a natural cause, and there were no signs of foul play. However, the family of the deceased is considering legal action.

The man was a popular and respected member of the Burlington community, known for his work as a local businessman and his involvement in community activities. He leaves behind a widow and two grown children.

A statement from the family's attorney said, "Our hearts are broken by the loss of this great man, and we are working to ensure that justice is served in this case."
Sabine announces new j-sequence

The University of Iowa School of Journalism is offering a second program for post-graduate students beginning this fall.

Dr. Gordon A. Sabine, new director of the school, announced Thursday that the new program will be offered in addition to the general j-sequence currently provided.

According to Dr. Sabine, the new program will place an emphasis on the business aspect of journalism and will provide students with practical experience in the field.

The new program will offer courses in reporting, editing, and writing, as well as opportunities for internships and job placements.

Dr. Sabine said that the new program will be designed to meet the needs of students who are interested in careers in journalism, as well as those who wish to further their education in the field.

The new program is expected to begin in the fall of 2023.
Donations on rise

Deed your body to science

The UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
IN MEMORY OF THOSE
WHO HAVE IN DEATH
SERVED ME IN LIFE

BY LEO ROSSELTON
Bicyclist

Changing patrol Moscow current's drilled body programs throughout the world and more people are beginning to see their bodies as the body for organ transplant. Part of this interest is due to a report by the American College of Surgeons in the Washington Post.

Medical schools throughout the country have been looking for new programs to diversify their labor force. The report said the idea has caused many medical schools to begin looking into the possibility of using the deceased.

Far more people join now to save a person's body for medical school than a few years ago. People are seeing the benefits of donating their bodies.

"When the doctors tell people how many organs can be saved by donating their bodies," said one woman, "we thought it would be worth it."

"It's a rare occurrence to be able to participate in the medical field," said another woman. "We want to do what we can to help those who are in need of medical care."

Bicycles, garbage, communication: top supervisor-council meeting

WASHINGTON D.C. — Senator Ted Kennedy, D-Mass., and Senator Bill Bradley, D-N.J., are proposing legislation to expand organ transplant programs.

"We are extremely concerned with the lack of organ transplantation programs," Kennedy said. "We must do more to ensure that people have access to these vital medical treatments."

"I am convinced that expanded organ transplantation programs will benefit many people," Bradley said. "We must work together to improve the quality and availability of medical care."
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Two years ago, I returned a defective cassette tape to Younkers. I was recording "The Godfather". They didn't have my sales receipt, but said that all you could do was return it to the store. Youkner's didn't have to stock and return it in their Des Moines store for "pricing and replacement". I have checked with the many stores in Des Moines. They won't even have the "return policy". Finally, at Hancher, they just said that if you didn't have a receipt, they would replace it. Now they have a policy that it is "too late to return". But when you say that you are getting a tape for someone, they can't do it if you fail to return it. Even though Hancher still has a policy to replace, it is non-returning.

You'd like our suggestion. We think, in almost a week-long situation, to𬞟 your replacement tape from Youkner, wait a few days for the replacement department.

Flips was not aware of your problem, but agreed with HANCHER LINE that you've been more than patient enough with them, that they're getting that tape for you from their Des Moines store immediately, and will notify you when it is in.

He suspects that you, in your continued pursuit of your order, continually spoke with salespersons in the department, with them. He's getting that tape for you from their Des Moines store immediately, and will notify you when it is in.

Hancher tickets: a clarification

Earlier this week we had a SURVIVAL LINE item on the store and a comment called from a local resident. We have more information on the post assignment process, if you have any questions about it, call the department manager (as noted in the SURVIVAL LINE item), to get the best service.

The tickets, which are in various locations through the department, are not available in the sales office. Prior to filling any series orders, tickets are removed from all parts of all price zones is thus removed are fully returned to availability, on a random basis.
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Joyce Holland reads in between the syllables

A poetry happening

BY DIANE K. DURTAIN
Associate Features Editor

The beautiful and beloved Julia C. Anthony is married. She and her husband have been together for many years, and now she is sharing her joy with the world. The couple is known for their kindness and generosity, and they have been an inspiration to many. The wedding ceremony was held in a stunning venue, and it was attended by many well-wishers, who came to celebrate this special occasion.

The wedding took place in the heart of the city, surrounded by the hustle and bustle of everyday life. The streets were decorated with flowers and balloons, and the buildings were aglow with lights. The day was filled with love and happiness, as friends and family gathered to share in the joy of the occasion.

The ceremony was a beautiful affair, with music and readings that touched the hearts of all in attendance. The couple exchanged vows in front of an intimate group of loved ones, and the crowd burst into applause as they pledged their love and commitment to each other.

After the ceremony, guests enjoyed a delicious buffet, with a wide variety of dishes to suit all tastes. The food was prepared with care and attention to detail, and it was a testament to the couple's devotion to each other and their love of good food.

The wedding day was a perfect mix of tradition and modernity, with the couple incorporating many meaningful details into their celebration. The day was a true reflection of their love and commitment, and it was a joy to witness.

The couple will now begin a new chapter in their lives, full of love, adventure, and joy. They are an inspiration to us all, and we wish them many years of happiness and fulfillment in their new life together.

FRIDAY

7:30 p.m. $1.00 Illinois Room, IU

An Evening with Frank Capra

screening of

Mr. Deeds Goes to Town

Starring Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur, Gertrude Lawrence

The well-known Academy Award winner who quickly gained a reputation for his quirky, funny, and heartwarming films is here tonight. A true master of storytelling, Capra's films have charm and emotion that is still relevant to this day.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

5. New York Times Crossword
6. Movie of the same name that
7. Gene in a song
8. Honey
9. What you get in a puzzle
10. What Frank Capra is
11. What you get in a puzzle
12. How you look at a puzzle
13. How you look at a puzzle
14. How you look at a puzzle
15. How you look at a puzzle

16. How you look at a puzzle
17. How you look at a puzzle
18. How you look at a puzzle
19. How you look at a puzzle
20. How you look at a puzzle
21. How you look at a puzzle
22. How you look at a puzzle
23. How you look at a puzzle
24. How you look at a puzzle
25. How you look at a puzzle

DOWN

1. The real one
2. The real one
3. The real one
4. The real one
5. The real one
6. The real one
7. The real one
8. The real one
9. The real one
10. The real one
11. The real one
12. The real one
13. The real one
14. The real one
15. The real one
16. The real one
17. The real one
18. The real one
19. The real one
20. The real one
21. The real one
22. The real one
23. The real one
24. The real one
25. The real one

Martha Borges

'The age of dinosaurs is past'

On the demise of Bonanza and the western

After fourteen years of reflecting and creating the American Western myth, Bonanza is playing its final episode tonight. Although it has been a favorite show for many years, it is time to say goodbye to this beloved series.

Bonanza was a show that captured the imagination of audiences around the world. It was a series that offered a glimpse into the lives of the Cartwright family and their adventures in the Old West. The show was a reflection of the American spirit, with its themes of courage, determination, and the importance of family.

Over the years, Bonanza has been a source of inspiration and entertainment for millions of viewers. It has provided a window into the past, while also offering a look at the future. The show has inspired countless people to pursue their dreams and to live their lives to the fullest.

Although Bonanza is coming to an end, its legacy will live on. It will be remembered for its impact on television, its influence on American culture, and its role in shaping the genre of the Western. The show has been a part of our lives for many years, and it will continue to be so for many more.

The final episode will be aired tonight, and it promises to be a emotional and moving event. The cast and crew have worked hard to create a fitting farewell, and they have left us with a lasting memory of this remarkable series.

Bonanza may be leaving our screens, but its impact will continue to be felt for generations to come. The show has given us a glimpse into the American past, and it has helped us to understand the importance of history and heritage.

The age of dinosaurs is past, but the spirit of Bonanza will live on. The show has left us with a legacy of love, friendship, and adventure, and it will be remembered for its contributions to television and American culture.

Joyce Holland
On the line....
By Townsend Hoopes III

and Bernie Owens

Florida State vs. North Carolina State
Here's the Big Ten Line
Michigan State at Minnesota

One of the two major undefeateds in the nation, each team is assured of an exceptional
great deal from this test. The two play—what the coaches call—"the most game of the week." The
No. 10 Michigan State and No. 4 Minnesota are meeting in football.

Penn State 4-3 at Illinois 2-7

Ohio State 7-1 at Northwestern

The Buckeyes have won the last six games. This year, they're
the only team to come up with a win in the Palestra.

Purdue 5-4 at Michigan 9-0

Michigan's is doing well and the Bucker
is doing well, too. This year's game isn't
as tough as the one they met in the Big Ten in 1959, but not too
close.

FOX & SAM'S with Live Music
Playing Tonight thru Saturday

If you've never heard them before, you're missing a really great band.
C.U.E. PRESENTS TONITE
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 17 8 PM U.OF I. FIELDHOUSE

Hot Tuna  Doctor John
(The Right Tripper)

ADVANCE TICKETS 3.50, GATE 4.50

Tickets Available at the I.M.U. Box Office
CAMBUS will be running regular routes before and after the concert
Hawks hope to do something different against Indiana: score

By Dan McDonald
Iowa Football Alide

In 1967 Indiana and "Super-Baby" - Harry Gous, John Han-
burger, and Jack Nolan - left the Big Twelve with a
county championship in a Bowl Game. If it could be
possible to make Iowa a "super-Baby" play that made them exciting,
would it be the "Snoop-Dawg"?
The quarterback. Scolnik was an effective runner out of
draw play (diagrammed below) from that same action was a
possibility to single out one of - offensive play that
made Indiana a powerful team.

Scolnik running an out pattern.

Bryant's job is to keep his team
unbeaten and hope someone
will give them a good game.

Indiana's favorite pass play and one that is
decedently hard to
"Power Football".

The quarterback (Gonso) was so effective at the sprint pass that
Indiana has enjoyed good work of pass protection. "We worked hard
on our pass coverage," Bryant says. "Indiana fre-
took back in their return.

We also prepared our defense
for Green Brook, the
leading receiver in the Big Ten.
Indiana plays in the slot,
and Indiana ran the pass se-
t of off that. They also
lacked strength in the pass rushing and had
partly been a victim of a victory for Frank Lauterbur's
leading receiver.
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